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cannot recognize it as part of himself^ or reconcile it with his
ideals. It is the task of psycho-analysis, by its special technique
of dream-analysis and word-association, to reveal unconscious
impulses to their possessor. The stronger the organization of
the self, the more will it be able to reconcile warring elements
and reintegrate them with the personality: indeed, normality
of mind depends on such reconciliation being effected.
This reintegration, however, does not always take place. A
refractory complex may be itself so strongly organized, and so
important a constituent of the mind, that it is impossible for
the main self to dominate it. In such circumstances we have a
perpetual state of guerrilla warfare, the contending elements
taking turns, as it were, to be on top. Here we have an explana-
tion of the phenomenon of secondary or alternating personalities.
A secondary personality is a subsidiary organization of the
conative tendencies, which may determine experience and be-
haviour when the main personality temporarily abdicates.
The two organizations tend to be dissociated from one another,
the one knowing little or, in extreme cases, nothing of its rival.
Many well-known writers tell us that their materials are sup-
plied by secondary personalities and put into order by the main
personality. Stevenson, for example, tells us in a delightful
essay x how the circumstances of his tales are enacted by his
" Brownies ** in the theatre of his brain, while he himself puts the
story in order, dressing the whole in the best words and sen-
tences that he can find. Barrie, too, tells us that he himself is a
very sober fellow, and that it is his " M'Connachie " who charms
us with the fantasies of Peter Pan, Dear Brutus, and Mary Rose.
Such mild dissociations may therefore be an aid to literary
genius. Dissociation is found in all degrees, from the case of
the person who can automatically switch on various moral
characters to suit different social environments to that of the
individual with alternating personalities which are mutually
exclusive.
We may distinguish yet a third way in which the conflict may
be partially resolved. This we may compare to a dictated
peace in actual warfare. Sometimes a refractory complex, at
1 " A Chapter on Dreams,*' in Across tht Plains.

